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PREFACE

The FOLKLORE FORUM was first conceived as a bi-monthly publication designed to serve as forum for the communication of ideas, methodologies, techniques and tools of the student of folklore. In an attempt to expand our communication, the editors of the FOLKLORE FORUM are pleased to announce a new Bibliographic and Special Series. This series is designed to make available bibliographic materials which would be of general use to students of folklore. We feel that the first of our series, Folklore Archives of the World: A Preliminary Guide, is an excellent example of this type of material. It contains information never before compiled into a single volume and should prove useful to many folklorists regardless of their specific areas of specialization.

In addition to publishing important bibliographies, the FORUM hopes to make available folklore symposia, monographs and critical abstracts of seminal folklore works not published in the English language.

The FOLKLORE FORUM plans to publish a minimum of two titles per year under the imprint of its Bibliographic and Special Series; this will be in addition to its regular bi-monthly publication. We feel that Folklore Archives of the World: A Preliminary Guide is a significant beginning.
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INTRODUCTION

It is thirteen years since the American Folklore Society formed its Committee on Archiving. The chairman of the committee at the time, Prof. Thelma James, made a study of the archive situation in the United States. Reports from sixteen archives gave her a picture of a situation which today probably remains much the same. In essence she found that much material had been collected, but that it was not archived, or was inadequately archived and often in danger of loss or deterioration. As a result of this situation much material was virtually inaccessible. As a remedy for this state of affairs Prof. James proposed that a list of American folklore archives be prepared and that a classification system be developed for these archives.¹

Serious attention has from time to time been given to the problem of classification,² but less if anything has been done about making available an extended listing of archives. It would seem necessary, if any sort of a uniform classification scheme is eventually to be developed for America, and even for other countries, to have first of all some general idea about the material to be classified.

The stumbling blocks to compiling such a list are of course formidable. The majority of archives are private or semi-private, hidden under beds in shoe boxes, in regional museums, historical societies, church rectories and the like. In addition, many of these lack the permanency of the larger university and state archives: location and personnel constantly undergo change. The list printed here has been in the making for over four years, but still it displays all the weaknesses caused by these problems, especially since it is not confined to the United States. Taken with several grains of salt, the list as it is contains usable information, but with cooperation it can be much improved. This then is meant only to be a first step to a more thorough catalogue, which is to be more descriptive, of available archive material.

To make this possible the following information is required: official name of archive; full address; name (and title) of person(s) responsible; brief description of contents; rough draft of classification system; availability of material for lending, copying, or exchange, and types of restrictions (if any) on use of the material. Information about library service and publications, if applicable, would also be useful. Note also, please, that we ask you not only to report on your own archive but also those that are not listed here but should be.

We have not listed folk music archives except where we thought they might contain other material as well. The number of archives is so vast that we felt that it might be better to limit the material in some manner and this seemed the best way of doing it, as the International Folk Music Council already published in 1964 a DIRECTORY OF INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS CONCERNED WHOLLY OR IN PART WITH FOLK MUSIC. However, there is no need to be dogmatic about this or any other aspect of presenting the material and we would welcome your suggestions.

If the response is at all favorable, a directory containing the information received can be published in the near future. After that, hope-
fully, it will be reprinted on an annual basis to keep up with the inevitable additions and corrections.

Further information on the archives listed here (or any others) can be sent to me in care of the Editors of the FOLKLORE FORUM.

Both publications and personal communications are the sources for the names and addresses included in this list. Some of the more useful publications have been: A Brief List of Folklore and Folk Music Archives in the United States and Canada (Library of Congress; unpublished ms., 1968), Demos, Directory of Institutions Concerned Wholly or in Part with Folk Music (International Folk Music Council, 1964), Folklore and Folk Music Archivist, Folklore Research around the World (Indiana University, 1961), Journal of American Folklore, Journal of the Folklore Institute, and Oral History Collection (Columbia University, 1964).

The people who have shown interest and given of their time to correct and add to my manuscript are: Prof. Ilhan Basgöz (Indiana University), Prof. Linda Dégh (Indiana University), Prof. Richard Dorson (Indiana University), Mr. Babagrahi Misra (Hartford Theological Seminary), Prof. Felix J. Oinas (Indiana University), Prof. Mohd. Taib Bin Osman (University of Malaya), Prof. Roger Pinon (Université Laval), Prof. W. Edson Richmond (Indiana University), Mr. Neil Rosenberg (Memorial University of Newfoundland), Dr. Carl-Herman Tillhagen (Nordiska Museet), and Prof. Aimo Turunen (University of Helsinki). I am very grateful for their assistance; of course the responsibility for the final editing is mine.

Magnús Einarsson-Mullarký


2 See: "Cumulative Index: Articles on Particular Collections," THE FOLKLORE AND FOLK MUSIC ARCHIVIST, VIII, 3(Spring, 1966), 73-75.
Afghanistan
Afghanistan Folklore Collection
Mr. Hafiz Baghban
Folklore Institute
Indiana University
714 E. 8 Street
Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A. 47401

Albania
Institute of Folklore
Prof. Eftim Dheri
State University
Tirana, Albania

Angola
Mr. Pinho Silva
Museo de Dundo
Companhia de Diamantes de Angola
Diamang, Dundo
Lunda, Angola

Argentina
Association Folklorica Argentina
Ave. Alvear N. 3273
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Biblioteca del Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Folkloricas
Prof. Jose Augusto Rodrigues
Sanches de Bustamante 263
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Instituto de Antropologia
Calle Buenos Aires 260
San Miguel de Tucumon, Argentina

Instituto de Arqueologia Linguistica y Folklore
Antonio Serrano, Director
Universidad Nacional
Cordoba, Argentina

Instituto de Tradiciones Nacionales
The Archives
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Australia
Department of Anthropology
Prof. A. P. Elkin, Vice Chancellor
University of Sydney
Sydney, N.S.W., Australia
Folklore Society of Victoria  
Norman O'Connor, President  
15 Riverside Road  
Ivanhoe, Melbourne  
Victoria, Australia

Public Library of South Australia  
Folklore Collection  
Adelaide, Australia

South Australian Archives  
Adelaide, Australia

Austria

Österreichisches Volksliedwerk beim Bundesministerium für Unterricht  
Prof. Karl Lugmayer, President  
Fuhrmannagasse 18a  
Wien VIII, Austria

Steirisches Volkskundemuseum  
Paulustorgasse 13  
Graz, Austria

Verein für Volkskunde in Wien  
Prof. Dr. Leopold Schmidt  
Laudongasse 19  
Wien VIII, Austria

Zentralstelle für den Volkskunde atlas in Österreich  
Linz, Austria

Belgium

M. Ducastelle  
Archives Communales  
Ath, Belgium

Bond des Oostvlaamse Volkskundigen  
Volkskunde-Museum  
Ghent, Belgium

M. Carlier  
36, chaussée de Bruxelles  
Dampoort, Belgium

Commission royale de Folklore - Flemish section  
Mr. Paul Collaer  
75 Drie Lindenstraat  
Bosnoorde, Bruxelles 17, Belgium
Societe de Langue et de Litterature Wallones
c/o Mr. Roger Pinon
Liege, Belgium

Bolivia

Department de Arqueologia, Ethnografia y Folklore
Dr. Julia Elena Fortun de Ponce
Ministerio de Education
Calle Ingavi 916
La Paz, Bolivia

Sociedad Folklorica de Bolivia
Dr. Jose Felipe Costas Arquedas, President
Calle Bolivar 508
Apartado Postal No. 16
Sucre, Bolivia

Brazil

Campanha de Defesa de Folklore Brasileiro
Dr. Robert Almeida
Ministerio de Educacao e. Cultura
Rica Pearo Lessa, 35, 6, Andan
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Canada

Archives de Folklore
Ministere de Secretariat de la Province
Archives du Gouvernement
Hotel du Gouvernement
Quebec, Canada

Archives de Folklore
Prof. Luc Lacourciere, Director
Universite Laval
1 rue Universite
Quebec 4, P.Q., Canada

Folklore Archives
Prof. Herbert Halpert, Director
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada

Folklore Branch
Dr. Carmen Roy, Head
National Museum of Canada
Ottawa 4, Ontario, Canada

Chile

Instituto Investigaciones Folkloricas
Mr. Yolando Pino Saavedra, Director
"Ramon A. Laval"
Universidad de Chile
Casilla 1147
Santiago, Chile
Columbia
Centre de Estudios Folcloricas y Musicales
Mr. Andres Pardo Too, Director
Bogota, Colombia

Revista Colombiana de Folklor
Instituto Colombiano de Antropologica
Bogota, Colombia

Cuba
Archivos del Folklore Cubano
Sr. Director
Calle de San Ignacio 40
Habana, Cuba

Czechoslovakia
Narodopisny Slovenskej Akademia Vied
Dr. Jan Padolak
Klenenseva 27
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

Ustav pro Etnografii a Folkloristiku
Dr. Oldrich Sirovatka
Brno 15, Czechoslovakia

Ustav pro etnografii a folkloristiku CSAV
Dr. Jarem Joch
Lazarska 8, Praha 2, Czechoslovakia

Ustredni dum lidove tvorivosti - Zentral haus fur Volkskunst
Mr. Frantisok Hajes, Director
Jungmannova 15
Praha 1, Czechoslovakia

Denmark
Dansk Folkemindesamling
Mr. Nils Schierring, Chief Archivist
Det kgl. Bibliotek
Chr. Brygge 8
Copenhagen K, Denmark

Nordisk Institut for Folkedigtning
Dr. Laurits Bocker, Archivist
Torvegade 47
Copenhagen K, Denmark

Dominican Republic
Seccion de linguistica y folklore
Facultad de filosofia
Universidad de Santa Domingo
Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic

Sociedad de Folklore Dominicano
Dra. Aida Cartagena Portalatin, President
c/o Palacio de Belles Artes
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Finland
The Archives
Institute of Ethnology and Folklore
Jyväskylä University
Jyväskylä, Finland

Brage ref.
Mr. Emil Johnsson, President
Kasärngatan 28
Helsinki, Finland

Ethnological Archives
National Museum
Helsinki, Finland

Folklore Archives
Svenska litteratursällskapet i Finland
University of Helsinki
Helsinki, Finland

Institute of Folklore and Comparative Religion
Turku University
Turku, Finland

Paikanimiarkisto
Prof. Viljo Nissilä
University of Helsinki
Helsinki, Finland

Sanakirjasäätiö
Fil. lis. Tuomo Tuomi
University of Helsinki
Helsinki, Finland

Suomen Kansanrunousarkisto
Fil. maist. Urpo Vento, Archivist
Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden
Hallituskatu 1, Helsinki, Finland

Suomen kielen nauhoite arkisto
Meritullinkatu, 4
Helsinki, Finland

France
Bulletin Folklorique d'Île de France
Roger Lecotte, Editor
38, rue Truffant
Paris XVIIe, France

Ecole des Hautes Études
Mr. André Varagnae
la Sorbonne, Paris
Faculté des Sciences sociales
Mr. Marcel Majet
University of Dijon
Dijon, France

Mr. C. Leroy
105, rue de Saint Quentin
Arras, France

Prof. Robert Loriet
15, rue Madame
Paris VI, France

Mme. Germaine Maillet
9, rue Servas
Chalons-sur-Marne, France

Dr. Geneviève Nassignon
21, rue Monsieur
Paris VII, France

Musée des arts et traditions populaires
Mr. Georges Henri Rivière, Conservateur
Palais de Chaillot
Paris XVIe, France

Prof. René Nelli
22, rue du Palais
Carcassonne, France

Société d'ethnographie française
Palais de Chaillot
Place du Trocadéro
Paris XVIe, France

Germany (D.B.)
Atlas der deutschen Volkskunde
Prof. Dr. Matthias Zender
Poppelsdorfer Allee 25
Bonn, Germany (D.B.)

Deutsches Volksliedarchiv
Dr. Rolf-Wilhelm Brednich
Silberbachstrasse 13
Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany (D.B.)

Frobenius-Institut
Prof. Dr. Ad. E. Jensen
University of Frankfurt
Liebigstrasse 4-1
Frankfurt/Main, Germany (D.B.)
Institute for Ethnosociology and Psychology
Frau Barbara Pischel
Free University of Berlin
Berlin, Germany (D.B.)

Institut für Mittel Europäische Volksforschung
Prof. Dr. Gerhardt Heilfurth
Roter Graben 10
Marburg/Lahn, Germany (D.B.)

Institut für ostdeutsche Volkskunde
Prof. Dr. Johannes Künzig
Oberfeld 10, Littenweiler
Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany (D.B.)

Institut für Volkskunde
Frau Prof. Dr. Mathilde Hain
Mertonstrasse 17
Frankfurt/Main, Germany (D.B.)

Institut für Volkskunde
Prof. Dr. Leopold Kretzenbacher
Ludwigstrasse 23, Universität
München 23, Germany (D.B.)

Institut für Volkskunde an der Universität
Prof. Dr. Hermann Bausinger
Schloss
Tübingen, Germany (D.B.)

Rheinisches Volksliedarchiv
Dr. Ernst Klusen
Poppelsdorfer Allee 25/II
Bonn, Germany (D.B.)

Seminar für deutsche Altertums- und Volkskunde
Dr. Walter Hävernick
University of Hamburg
Hamburg, Germany (D.B.)

Seminar für deutsche Volkskunde
Prof. Dr. Kurt Ranke
Merkelstrasse 3
Göttingen, Germany (D.B.)

Zentral Archiv der deutschen Volkszählungen
Marburg, Germany (D.B.)

Germany (D.D.R.)
Institut für deutsche Volkskunde
Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften
Forschungstelle Dresden
801 Dresden-A 1
Augustusstrasse, Germany (D.D.R.)
Institut für deutsche Volkskunde
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Steinitz
Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften
Unter den Linden 8
Berlin 108, Germany (D.D.R.)

Institut für sorbische Volksforschung
Dr. Paul Nowotny, Director
Ernst-Thälmannstr. 6
Bautzen, Germany (D.D.R.)

Ghana
Institute for African Studies
Legan, Ghana

Greece
Folklore Archives of the Athens Academy
Mr. Georges Megas, Director
Jakovidu Str. 26
Athens, Greece

Hungary
Folklore Tanszek
Prof. Dr. Gyula Ortutay
Eötvös Loránd University
Pesti Barnabás u. 1
Budapest V, Hungary

Néprajzi Intezet
Prof. Dr. Déla Gunda
Debrecen 10, Hungary

Néprajzi Múzeum
Dr. Tibor Bodrogi
Könyves Kálmán Körút 40
Budapest VIII, Hungary

Iceland
Handritasafn Landsbókasafnsins
Reykjavík, Iceland

Handritastofnun Islands
Reykjavík, Iceland

India
Anthropological Survey of India
The Director
Government of India
Calcutta, India
Dr. A. Bhattacharya
Reader, Dept. of Modern Indian Languages
Calcutta University
Calcutta, India

Dr. K. B. Das
Reader, Dept. of Oriya Studies
Ravenshaw College
Cuttack-3, Orissa, India

Dept. of Tribal Research and Folklore
University of Gauhati
Gauhati-3
Assam, India

Indian Folk Culture Research Institute
Dr. K. D. Upadhyaya
16 Luckargans
Allahabad, U.P., India

Dr. B. Ram Raju
Reader, Dept. of Telgu
Osmania University
Hyderabad, India

Royal Asiatic Society
Miss Durga Bhagwat
Bombay, India

Tribal Research Bureau
Govt. of Orissa
Bhubaneswar
Orissa, India

Indonesia
Balai Pustaka
Djakarta, Indonesia

Learbaga Kebujaan Indonesia
Universitas Indonesia
Djakarta, Indonesia

Iran
Ministère des Beaux-arts
Prof. Dr. Mehdi Barkehli
Place Baharestan
Teheran, Iran
Ireland
Irish Folklore Commission
Mr. Seán Ó Suilleabháin, Archivist
82 St. Stephen's Green
Dublin, Ireland

Israel
Ethnological Museum
Dr. Dov Noy
Haifa, Israel

Italy
Ente Nazionale Assistenza Lavoratori (ENAL)
Dr. Michele Del Vescovo, Director General
Via della Panetteria 15
Rome, Italy

Instituto de Storia delle Tradizioni Populari
Prof. Paolo Toschi
Facolta di Lettere
Università di Roma
Rome, Italy

Instituto de Tradizioni Populari
Prof. Carmelina Naselli
Università degli Studi
Catania, Italy

Japan
Department of Folklore
Tokyo University of Education
24, Otsuka-kubo-machi, Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo, Japan

The Folklore Society of Japan
c/o Seijo University
708, Seijo-machi, Setagaya
Japan

Prof. Toichi Mabuchi
Department of Sociology and Social Anthropology
Tokyo Metropolitan University
No. 591, Fusuma-cho, Meguro-ku
Tokyo, Japan

Korea
Han-gug Minsog Hag-hoe
Prof. Choe Sang-Su, President
407-1, Sindang Dong
Seongdong Gu
Seoul, Korea
Luxembourg
The Archives
Musée d'Histoire
16, rue Fresez
Luxemburg

Malaysia
Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Musium Negara
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Musium Sarawak
Kuching
Sarawak, Malaysia

Netherlands
Federative van folkloristische groepen in Nederland
The Secretary
Ger. Terborchstraat 45
Leeuwarden, Netherlands

Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen
J. J. Volksuil
Centrale Commissie voor Onderzoek van het Nederlandse
Nieuwe Hoogstraat 17
Amsterdam (C), Netherlands

Nederlands Volkslied Archief
Mme. Marie Veldhuysen
Nie-Maesstraat 7hs
Amsterdam 2, Netherlands

Dr. Jacques W. Sinninghe
Korbenaarlaan
Breda, Netherlands

Nigeria
Institute for African Studies
Ibadan, Nigeria

Norway
Avdeling for Språk- og Folkeminnesaksning
Prof. Per Thorson
Institut for Nordisk Filologi
Bergen, Norway

Musikkaslinga
Mr. Halvard S. Bokken
Universitetsbibliotek
Bergen, Norway
Musikksamlinga
Mr. Øystein Gaukstad
Universitetsbibliotek
Oslo, Norway

Norsk Folkeminnesamling
Dr. Olav Bø, Archivist
Niels Henrik Abils veg 12
Blindern
Oslo, Norway

Pakistan
Pakistan Folklore Society
Mr. Mizanur Rahman
5 Purana Paltan
Dacca 2, E. Pakistan

Peru
Archivos Peruanos de Folklore
Universidad Nacional de Cuzco
Cusco, Peru

Folklore Archive
Casa de la Cultura
Lima, Peru

Folklore Archive
Museo Nacional de la Cultura
Lima, Peru

Poland
Instytut Sztuki Polskies
Prof. Dr. Jerzy Toeplitz
Akademii Nauk
ul. Dluga 26
Warszawa, Poland

Polskie Towarzystwo Ludoznawcze
ul. Nankera 4
Wroclaw, Poland

Portugal
Centro de Estudos de Etnologia Peninsular
Universidade
Porto, Portugal

Rumania
Academia R.P.R. Filiala Cluj
Dr. Nicolae Dunare
str. Kassuth L. nr. 9
Cluj, Rumania
Institut de Ethnografie si Folclor
Prof. Mihai Pop
str. Nikos Beloiannis nr. 25
Bucuresti, Rumania

Sweden
Kyrkohistoriska Arkivet
Clemensstorget 5a
Lund, Sweden

Landsmålsarkivet
Gerdagatan 14
Lund, Sweden

Landsmåls- och Folkminnesarkivet
Prof. Dr. Dag Strömberg
Uppsala, Sweden

Lunds Universitet Folklivsarkiv
Finnsgatan 8
Lund, Sweden

Nordiska Museet
Dr. Carl-Herman Tillhagen
Stockholm T, Sweden

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok
Universitetsbiblioteket
Lund, Sweden

Svenska Ortnamnsarkivet
Sekanhuset
St. Johannesgatan 18
Uppsala, Sweden

Svenskt Visarkiv
Mr. Bengt Jonsson
Regeringsgatan 17
Stockholm C, Sweden

Västsvenska Folkminnesarkivet
Mr. D. Julius Ejdestam
Stadsbiblioteket, Box 3077
Goteborg 3, Sweden

Vitterhetsakademien
Storgatan 40
Stockholm, Sweden
Switzerland
Schweizerisches Archiv für Volkskunde
Dr. Robert Wildhaber
Peter Ochs-Strasse 87
Basel, Switzerland

Taiwan (Rep. of China)
The Archives
Institute of Ethnology
Academia Sinica
Non-Kong, Taiwan

Tunisia
Centre Cultural International de Tunis
Mr. Cecil Hourani, Director
17, rue Dr Burnet
Tunis, Tunisia

Turkey
Muzaffer Sarisözen
Devlet Konservatuari
Ankara, Turkey

National Library
Ankara, Turkey

Literature and Language Institute
University of Erzurum
Erzurum, Turkey

Mr. Aghan Doganc
University of Istanbul Archives
Hafiz Pasa Sokak No. 11
Malta
Fatih
Istanbul, Turkey

United Kingdom
Cymdeithas Alawon Gwerin Gymry
Mr. W. S. Gwynn Williams, O. B. E.
c/o Gwynn Publishing Co.
Llangollen, N. Wales, U. K.

The Folk-Lore Society
c/o Hon. Secretary
University College
Gower Street
London, W. C. 1, England U. K.

Institute of Dialect and Folklife Studies
Prof. Stewart S. Sanderson, Dir.
University of Leeds
Leeds, England U. K.
School of Scottish Studies
Mr. B. R. S. Megaw, Dir.
University of Edinburgh
27 St. George Square
Edinburgh 8, Scotland U. K.

Ulster Folklife Society
Prof. E. Estyn Evans, Chairman
Bryson House
28 Bedford Street
Belfast 2, N. Ireland U. K.

Ulster Folk Museum
Cultra Manor
Craigavad
Belfast, N. Ireland U. K.

Welsh Folk Museum
Dr. Jorworth Peate
St. Fagan's Castle
Cardiff, Wales U. K.

U. S. A.

Alaska
Tanana-Yukon Historical Society
Alma H. Matlock
Fairbanks, Alaska

Arizona
University of Arizona Folklore Archives
Frances Gillmor, Curator
Tucson, Arizona 85721

Arkansas
Arkansas Folklore Society
The Secretary
c/o University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72703

University of Arkansas Folklore Archives
Mr. Marvin A. Miller, Director of Libraries
University Library
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701

California
Archive of California and Western Folklore
Prof. D. K. Wilgus, Archivist
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024
Archive of California Folk Music
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

Elizabeth S. Calciano
University of California Library
Santa Cruz, California

California Folklore Miscellany
Prof. Hector Lee
Sonoma State College
Cotati, California 94928

Folklore and Mythology Center
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024

Joseph S. Hall Great Smoky Mountains Collection of Speech, Music and Folklore
Pasadena City College
Pasadena, California 91106

Oral History Office
Mr. Enid H. Douglass
Claremont Graduate School
Claremont, California

Regional Cultural History Project
Willa Baum
University Library
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

Southern California Folklore Society
Iela Frances Bailey, President
Eagle Rock, Los Angeles, California

Prof. James N. Tidwell
San Diego State College
Department of English
San Diego State College
San Diego, California 92115

University of California Folklore Archives
Prof. Alan Dundes
Kroeber Hall
Berkeley, California 94720

Colorado
Colorado Folklore Society
Caroline Bancroft, President
Denver, Colorado
Connecticut
Human Relations Area Files
Prof. George P. Murdock
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

Delaware
Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation
Mr. Norman B. Wilkinson
Hagley Museum
Greenville, Delaware

District of Columbia
Archive of Folksong
Mrs. Rae Korson, Head
Music Division, Reference Department
Library of Congress
Washington, D. C. 20540

Mr. Ralph Rinzler
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D. C.

Georgia
University of Georgia Folklore Archive
Mr. John Burrison
Department of English
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30601

Idaho
Mr. S. B. Rolland
University of Idaho, Library
Moscow, Idaho

Illinois
Illinois Folklore Society
The Secretary
Carbondale, Illinois

Manuscript Collection
University of Chicago, Library
Chicago, Illinois

Indiana
Archives of the Finnish Literature Society (Mimeographed)
c/o Archives of Traditional Music
Maxwell Hall 013
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
Archives of the Folklore Institute
Indiana University
714 E. 8th St.
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Institute for Sex Research
Prof. Paul Gebhard
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Kansas

Mr. Marc T. Campbell
Fort Hays Kansas State College, Library
Hays, Kansas 67602

English Department
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas

Kansas Folklore Society
Mr. Samuel J. Sackett, President
Fort Hays Kansas State College
Hays, Kansas 67602

Kansas State Historical Society
The Secretary
Topeka, Kansas

Mr. William E. Koch
Department of English
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas

Miss P. J. Wyatt
English Department
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas

Kentucky

Folk Music Archive of Tennessee Folksongs
Prof. George W. Boswell
Morehead State College
Morehead, Kentucky

Prof. William Hugh Jansen
English Department
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Kentucky Folklore Society
College Heights, Box 29
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Western Kentucky Folklore Archive
Mr. Kenneth Clarke
Western Kentucky State College
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Maine
Northeast Folklore Archive
Prof. Edward D. Ives, Archivist
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04468

Maryland
University of Maryland Folklore Archive
Prof. George Carey
Department of English
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

Massachusetts
Milman Parry Collection
Prof. Albert B. Lord
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Peabody Museum Archives
The Librarian
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Michigan
Archives of American Art
Mr. William C. Agee
Detroit Institute of Art
Detroit, Michigan

Mr. Alan Brown
Western Michigan University
History Department
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Clarke Historical Society
Mr. John Cumming
Central Michigan University, Library
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan

University of Michigan Folklore Society Archives
The Secretary
Student Activities Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Wayne State University Folklore Archives
Prof. Ellen J. Stekert, Archivist
Department of English
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Minnesota
Minnesota Historical Society
Lucille M. Kane
St. Paul, Minnesota

Nebraska
Louise Pound Collection of Folk Songs, 1907-1925
L. C. Wimberly Collection of Traditional Songs
The Archivist
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska

Nebraska Folklore Archives
Prof. Roger Welsch
Nebraska Wesleyan
Lincoln, Nebraska

Nebraska State Historical Society
Mr. William F. Schmidt
Lincoln, Nebraska

Nevada
Mr. Robert D. Armstrong
University of Nevada Library
Reno, Nevada

New Jersey
Crawford Historical Society
Ira A. Dorian
CHS Museum
Crawford, New Jersey

New Mexico
Archive of English Folk Materials
Prof. Ernest W. Baughman
Department of English
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

New Mexico Folklore Society
Miss Carmen Espinosa, President
Albuquerque, New Mexico

University of New Mexico Spanish Folklore Archive
University of New Mexico, Library
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
New York
Farmer's Museum Folklore Archive
New York State Historical Association
Cooperstown, New York 13326

Thelma Mielke
Long Island University
Brooklyn Center Library
Brooklyn, N. Y., New York

New York Folklore Society Archives
The Secretary
Keuka College
Keuka Park, New York

Schomburg Collection
Mrs. Jean Blackwell Hutson, Archivist
The New York Public Library
103 West 135th St.
New York, New York 10030

North Carolina
Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore
Duke University Library
Durham, North Carolina 27706

North Carolina Archives of Folklore and Music
Prof. Daniel W. Patterson
Department of English
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

North Carolina Folklore Society Archives
The Secretary
Box 523
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Ohio
Archive of Ohio Folklore and Music
Miami University, Library
Oxford, Ohio 45056

Bowling Green State University Folklore Archives
Mr. Rae Browne
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

John G. White Collection of Folklore, Orientalia, and Chess
Cleveland Public Library
Cleveland, Ohio

Oral History Center for Latin America
Mr. James Wilkie
Ohio State University
Department of History
Columbus, Ohio
Oklahoma
Mr. A. M. Gibson
University of Oklahoma Library
Norman, Oklahoma

Living Legend Library
Mr. Donald E. Green
Oklahoma Christian College
Social Science Department
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Oregon
The Oregon Folklore Society
Randall V. Mills Memorial Archive of Northwest Folklore
Robert Winslow Collection
Prof. J. Barre Toelken
University of Oregon, Library
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Pennsylvania
Archive for Pennsylvania Folklore
Mr. Ralph W. McComb, Librarian
Pennsylvania State University Library
University Park, Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Folklore Society
Mr. Mac E. Barrick, President
Dickinson College
Carlisle, Pennsylvania

University of Pennsylvania Folklore Archives
Prof. Dan Ben Amos, Archivist
Folklore Department
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

South Dakota
'Friends of the Middle Border'
Mr. J. Jennewein
Dakota Wesleyan University
Mitchell, South Dakota

Tennessee
Tennessee Folklore Society Archives
Mr. Ambrose N. Manning, President
c/o George Peabody College for Teachers
Nashville, Tennessee

Tennessee State Library and Archives
Harriet Owsley
Manuscript Division
Nashville, Tennessee
Texas
Heritage Society of Waco
Mr. R. N. Conger
Box 1160
Waco, Texas

Oral History Office
Mr. Thomas B. Brewer
North Texas State University
Denton, Texas

Texas Folklore Society Archives
Mr. Edwin W. Gaston Jr., President
Stephen F. Austin State College
Nacogdoches, Texas

University of Texas Folklore Archive
Center for Intercultural Studies in Folklore and Oral History
English Building
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Utah
Inez S. Cooper
College of Southern Utah, Library
Cedar City, Utah

Fife Collection of Western Folklore and Folksong
Prof. Austin E. and Mrs. Alta S. Fife, Archivists
686 East 10th North
Logan, Utah 84321

Folklore Archive
Prof. Jan Brunvand
Department of English
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

Folklore Society of Utah
Mr. Thomas E. Chaney, President
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

Vermont
Helen Hartness Flanders Ballad Collection
Prof. Horace P. Beck, Curator
Middlebury College, Library
Middlebury, Vermont 05753

Virginia
Archive of Virginia Folklore
Prof. Arthur Kyle Davis Jr., Archivist
Department of English
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901
Mr. Elmer L. Smith
Madison College, Library
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Washington
Mary Avery
Washington State University, Library
Pullman, Washington

Washington Folklore Society Archives
Mr. Henry A. Person, President
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105

West Virginia
West Virginia Folklore Society
Prof. Ruth Ann Musick, Archivist
Fairmont State College
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554

Wisconsin
Mr. Robert Krueger
Wisconsin State University
Krueger Tape Library
River Falls, Wisconsin

State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Library
Margret R. Hafstad
Madison, Wisconsin

U. S. S. R.
Archives of the Academy of Sciences of the U. S. S. R.
Leninsky Prospekt 4, Moscow

The Folklore Committee of the Institute of Russian Literature
Mr. Boris N. Putilov
Puškin House
The Academy of Sciences, Leningrad

Gor'kij Institute of World Literature
Mr. Petr G. Bogatyrev
Folklore Section, Moscow

Institut etnografii imeni N. N. Mikluhomaklaya
ul. Ulyahova 19
Moscow B-36

Mr. Petr N. Lintur
University of Uzgorod
Uzgorod
Estonian S. S. R.
Eesti NSV Teaduste
Mr. Eduard Ertis, Director
Akadeemia Fr. R. Kreutzwaldi
Nim. Kirjandusmuuseum
Vanemuise l42
Tartu, Estonia

Kazakh S. S. R.
The Institute for the Study of the Art of the Kazakh S. S. R.
Alma-Ata, Kazakh

Latvian S. S. R.
The Institute for the Study of the Art of the Latvian S. S. R.
KR. Barona 4
Riga, Latvia

Lithuanian S. S. R.
The Institute for the Study of the Art of the Lithuanian S. S. R.
Vilnius, Lithuania

Lietuviu Kalbos ir literaturos instituto direktorius
Mr. Kostas Korsakas
Lietuvos TSR Mokslo akademia
Vilnius, Lithuania

Ukrainian S. S. R.
The Institute for the Study of the Art of the Ukrainian S. S. R.
Kiev, Ukraina

The Lyssenko Lviv State Conservatoire
Folklore Cabinet
Boiko Street 5
Lviv, Ukraine

Uzbek S. S. R.
The Institute for the Study of the Art of the Uzbek S. S. R.
Tashkent, Uzbek

Venezuela
Archivos Venezolanos de Folklore
Instituto de Antropologia e Historia
Universidad Central de Verrez
Caracas, Venezuela

Instituto de Folklore
c/o Luis Felipe Ramon y Rivera
Caracas, Venezuela
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